INNOVATIVE BUS WINDOWS

- 3-Minute Rapid Replacement Windows
- CityView® Hidden Frame and Standard Frame Designs
- Anti-Graffiti Glass Guard™ Window Liners

Ricon
A Wabtec company
A LEGACY OF INNOVATION AND LEADERSHIP

Every day millions of people in over 30 countries rely on the value and performance of Ricon transit access and mobility products. Since 1971 we have dedicated our business to the design, manufacture and installation of innovative products, including windows, wheelchair lifts and ramps, to meet the growing demands of the global passenger transportation industry. Today, as a division of Wabtec Corporation and operating from our modern 225,000 square foot facility in Los Angeles, Ricon Corporation is the largest manufacturer of its kind in the world.

Ricon Corporation designs and manufactures a comprehensive line of side and driver’s windows for every application requirement. Engineered for superior performance and long life, the unique design of Ricon windows enhances bus appearance and can reduce operating and maintenance costs.

RICON RAPID REPLACEMENT 3-MINUTE WINDOWS

The exclusive Ricon 3-Minute Window saves time and money by allowing operators to replace glazing in approximately three minutes. There is no need to remove the frame from the vehicle because the rapid replacement design uses a unique patented metal retainer system to securely fix the window into the frame.

With Ricon 3-Minute Windows it is unnecessary to waste hours struggling to remove rubber grommets before replacing windows that have been damaged or marked by graffiti.

TWO PROGRESSIVE DESIGNS WITH UNLIMITED APPLICATIONS

Ricon 3-Minute Windows are featured in both CityView hidden frame and standard frame designs. The two styles are available in various configurations to meet the exact requirements of each application.
CITYVIEW HIDDEN FRAME WINDOWS

The distinctive design of Ricon CityView windows delivers a significant aesthetic statement that maximizes curb appeal. The sleek, seamless presentation of the glazing surface provides the advanced styling preferred by progressive transit agencies and the communities they serve. Ricon’s 3-minute window design allows rapid glazing replacement.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT WITH GLASS GUARD QUICK CHANGE ANTI-GRAFFITI WINDOW LINERS

Ricon Glass Guard acrylic and polycarbonate window liners can be replaced in less than 60 seconds providing a quick, convenient solution to graffiti vandalism. The patented Ricon Glass Guard liner design is positioned along the inside surface of the window allowing easy removal and replacement of the liner. Interior graffiti disappears in seconds.

GLAZING TO FIT YOUR NEEDS

Choose from tempered or laminated glass, or hard-coated acrylic or polycarbonate glazing. Available in various tints and film treatments. For climates with extreme heat, windows are available with Heat Guard™, a solar management glazing. This specially treated glazing minimizes heat infiltration and reduces energy costs by reducing the load on the bus air conditioning system.

CITYVIEW HIDDEN FRAME DOOR PANELS

Vapor Bus International CityView door panels with quick-change glazing that complement the appearance of CityView windows are available from Vapor Bus International. See Vapor bulletin number 53-8002.

Contact your Ricon representative for more information on innovative Ricon transit bus window products.
Ricon transit bus windows are custom built to meet vehicle applications and configurations including optional glazing, UV and luminescence tinting. All windows meet FMVSS and applicable regulatory specifications.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONSULT YOUR RICON REPRESENTATIVE
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